Cultural celebration

This drawing, done by a local Chumash Indian especially for "They still exclude others who they think are lower than humanity," said Jim Merkel, coordinator of the event. "Each other," said Frank Jewett, program director of growth planning for the CSU system. Jewett estimated last week that the site selection will not be open before the year 2000, maybe not even further from now.

"We hope it will grow to about 15,000 full-time students," he said. According to a CSU newsletter, the site will initially be developed as a permanent off-campus affiliate with CSU Northridge.

A "Solidarity Day for Indigenous People" will feature Chumash elders from the Santa Ynez reservation speaking about their relationship to their creator and about how to honor the earth, animals and their people," he said. "It's a reminder by the Native Americans that people still need to be taught about her efforts to ensure the safety of Poly the season Saturday, a 35-point loss to rival of Columbus has meant to available for sale, Sheets said.

"I definitely feel that people are finally waking up to what the arrival of Columbus has meant to them," said Markel. "The native's culture was ripped apart, and millions were killed."

The purpose of the new "expediting system" is to "see the students in the most expedient way, while at the same time, doing a good job," said Joan West, associate director of service delays. Sick of waiting for what seems like forever in the Health Center lobby? Thanks to the Health Center staff's implementation of a new efficient system, visits to the Health Center may be a little less painful. The system works like this: instead of checking in at the main desk, you then review a list of the wait time and then check in at the desk and then go straight to the ex-

Stop and go...

A campus parking officer discusses her efforts to ensure the safety of Poly pedestrians and cyclists.

Sports...

Poly football suffered its third defeat of the season Saturday, a 35-point loss to the University of Pacific.
Western powers agree to help Soviet Union

BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — The biggest industrial democracies agreed Sunday on what they called a historic plan to help the Soviet Union build a market economy, but they made no specific promises of additional financial aid.

The Group of Seven said deputy finance ministers from their countries would go to Moscow to discuss programs for economic reconstruction. French officials said the visit would begin in a week to 10 days.

The agreement was reached after two days of talks between the Soviets and the finance ministers of the Group of Seven nations — the United States, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, Canada and Britain.

Officials described the meeting as historic because it marked the first time the Soviet Union had sought such broad help in remodeling its economy along Western lines.

"What we are seeing here is really for the first time the Soviet Union engaging the West in a level of detail which is unprecedented," Alan Greenspan, chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve Board, told reporters.

Search for remains of American MIAs grows

BOSTON — A Vietnamese ambassador says the search for the remains of Americans missing in action is intensifying but insists that no prisoners are being held alive in Vietnam.

He invites Americans to come see for themselves.

Ambassador Nguyen Can says Vietnam has agreed to the opening of an American office of veterans in Hanoi that would be run by representatives of the Vietnam Veterans of America, the American Legion and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

Can is Vietnam's deputy permanent representative to the United Nations. Previously he was director of Vietnam's MIA office in Hanoi.

"Everything possible has been done to alleviate the suffering of the American people whose loved ones could not come home after the war," Can said.

He cited the opening of a U.S. military office in Hanoi to handle MIA matters and give American authorities access to Vietnamese military files that might help solve the cases.

Encephalitis virus found in California

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Two strains of the encephalitis virus were found in mosquitoes trapped at California State Polytechnic University in Pomona, 30 miles east of downtown Los Angeles, the department said Saturday.

St. Louis Encephalitis, which can inflame the brain and spinal cord in humans, was found in mosquitoes trapped at California State Polytechnic University in Pomona, 30 miles east of downtown Los Angeles, the department said Saturday.

The virus, which can only be contracted through a mosquito bite, can cause headaches, fever, and in severe cases, coma or death.

Western Equine Encephalitis was found in mosquitoes trapped in the Charnelae Park area of Malibu and the Mobil oil refinery in Torrance, the health department said.

The equine virus, also contracted by mosquito bites, mainly affects horses. Only six human cases have been reported in California since 1968, none of them fatal, the department said.

Health Beat

Peer educators offer wellness, health advice

By Donna Barrett

Special to the Daily

If you could have any wish, what would you wish for? Would you wish for an A in a class, a new car or a great job? Or would you wish for a lifetime of health and happiness? Most will agree that a lifetime of health is most important. After all, without your health you have nothing.

Fortunately, you do have a lot of control over your health.

According to Sandra and...
HEALTH

From page 2
Chris Smith in the "College Students Health Guide," unhealthy lifestyle behaviors contribute to 80 percent of human illness. This means that the majority of diseases can be prevented.

If you live a healthy lifestyle, you are more likely to live longer, be better company, feel better about yourself and enjoy life more. To be healthy, do not smoke, limit alcohol use, eat well, exercise regularly, relax and manage stress and develop good relationships with friends and family. By practicing these behaviors, you can add quality years to your life by slowing down the aging process and promoting health, well-being and productivity.

From page 1
extensive care and if so, the patients are sent to one of the examination rooms.

A medical assessment is made at the expediter," Cirone said. "If a wart needs to be removed or a prescription filled, we will take care of it there. We deal with the smaller medical problems there."

The expediter is an area separate from the main waiting room. It is always supervised by a nurse practitioner or a doctor and has just enough room for the patient and the physician to sit and discuss the medical problem.

Marina Perez, a nurse practitioner, said, "Hopefully, the expediter has only been in effect for four weeks and already has helped control the flow of students.

Perez said the privacy of the expediter concerns her because she believes if patients feel uncomfortable with their surroundings they will be reluctant to share medical information.

Liberal Studies senior Ketti Patterson, said she has gone through the expediter. She said she felt it was private enough if the medical problem being discussed was a minor one, such as a cold.

However, if the patient had a more personal problem, she said, he or she would probably feel uncomfortable in such an open and populated area.

"It really isn't very private," Patterson said. "I think it would be more effective if the expediter were in a room separate from the main waiting room."

Parking officers ease morning traffic flow

By Allison Bosselmann
Staff Writer

Every weekday morning, rain or shine, motorists, pedestrians and cyclists who cross the intersection of Grand Avenue and South Perimeter Road are directed by a university parking officer wearing fluorescent orange gloves and a safety vest.

Usually, there are two officers at the intersection between 7:50 a.m. and 8:10 a.m. One stands in the middle of the street directing traffic and the other stands off to the side on the curb making certain no pedestrians or cyclists cross without permission.

Parking officer Suzie Goodwin said those who do cross without permission are stopped immediately (usually by a whistle or loud holler), and the rules are explained to them.

She said if someone purposely ignores them and continues on their way, they could find themselves in the San Luis Obispo Municipal Courthouse explaining to a judge why they chose to ignore the officer and the safety rules.

Goodwin said not many ignore the officers but some do, and their excuse is usually, "I was late for class and didn't have time to stop."

Goodwin said the officers do not believe there are any valid reasons for ignoring them.

Parking officers ease morning traffic flow
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Nominating Clarence Thomas was offensive political cynicism
By Steve Shapiro

Forgetting the recent trialblazing but unevenly charged sexual harassment for a moment, the nomination of Federal App
al Judge Clarence Thomas as an associate justice of the United States Supreme Court is an example of the most hypocritical and offensive kind of political perversity.

Thomas is black. He was chosen to replace Thurgood Marshall, the first black appointee to the bench. What a coincidence. What a coincidence that Thomas was chosen specifically because of his race to fill the "black seat," media managers for the Republican party responded in one voice. But the outrage of righteous indignation, that of course, was chosen as well for a reason.

How could anyone possibly think such a gross political perversity was accidental? Worse, it is an affront to the whole idea of seeking excellence from those who serve in the highest, most important of

government.

The claim that Thomas was the best candidate available cannot possibly be even remotely close to the truth for a number of reasons. Thomas is black. He was chosen to replace Thurgood Marshall, the first black ap
djointed to the high court.

The claim that Thomas was the best candidate available cannot possibly be even remotely close to the truth for a number of reasons. Reasons? Thomas is such an outspoken critic of the policy of "bail and go" for the "black man" for example, according to George Bush, where was he last year when David Souter was chosen to fill the last Supreme Court vacancy?

Thomas didn't even make the final list of those being con

considered. Why not? What did he

are 'perverse'

Unfortunately, members of the GLBU (Gays, Lesbians and Bisexuals United) feel the need to proclaim their inclinations towards sexual perversions.

Yes, I said perversions. Sex is a beautiful mutual giving leading to the procreation of children, whereas

grues on the subject of date rape and sexual assault.

There is something more fund

damental, and in a sense more important, at risk in this case. It is the very integrity of the polit

cal system. Despite all of its sins, our system works because the people who live under it believe in it and have faith that our leaders will ultimately find a way to keep it working. It is precisely this confidence in our

selves and our system that helps us to sustain our strength as a nation. When that confidence begins to erode, the social fabric starts to unravel and the system will break down. We have seen it. It is happening now.

Many blacks are especially pleased with Thomas's nomina

tion. But their celebration of his good fortune is a naive exercise at best. They feel a kinship with his success. He overcame poverty and prejudice to achieve power. 

privilege and position. He used the system to his advantage. All of this is true and it is good. It is also true and it is good for anybody who wants to get ahead. The American dream in all its manifest glory. But it is "behind ahead" enough for a seat on the Supreme Court?

If we need a delicate opera

tion performed to save our life, how many of us would seek for any surgeon with a knife in his hand? "Black Barbie" would want the best, most competent, most skilled, most experienced individual we could find. Too much is at risk to do otherwise. Supreme Court justices are the surgeons of the legal system. They too should be the best we can get. To anybody accepting Thomas's lack of judicial ex

periance or achievement as the most qualified judge available in general and black judges in par

ticular. To indignantly proclaim that his race had nothing to do with his selection does violence to the truth and is an insult to those of goodwill and intellect of an individual's ability.

If the practical reality is such that the seat is now a "black seat," there is no substitute for a well qualified black legal scholar serving some

where in the country? Or is the requirement reality that he not only be black, but the right kind of black. A "presidential conservative white "wannabe"?

To use such an important position on the Supreme Court to buy political support from a special interest group is not uncommon, it is, however, unconscionable.

It is the president's prerogative to nominate whomever he wisnes to serve in one of tne most powerful positions in the

court before reasoned decisions can be rendered. Is Clarence Thomas a man endowed with such ability?

In 18 months as a federal judge, Thomas was roundly criticized by his colleagues for holding those deserving equal consideration, continuous to be used to deny those deserving equal consideration, this time in reverse order. Perhaps it's karma. What goes around sometimes does indeed come around. But the result is painfully the same. Excellence is still thwarted. Achievement is still frustrated. And ultimately,

the American people are still the losers.

I'd like to make a few com


tents in defense of the faculty whom Dan Scott (Oct. 10 let

ter) has deemed "apathetic." The role, the professor enabled a student demonstra

tion to occur. This can hardly be interpreted as apathetic be

behavior.

It is also important to real

ize the impact of accusations made without substantiation. This university is in the midst...
SPORTS

By Gregg Mansfield
Senior Staff Writer

STOCKTON — Each time the University of Pacific football team scored a touchdown, a cannon from the nearby sidelines would blast. On a sunny Saturday afternoon at Bragg Memorial Stadium, the Mustangs heard the cannon ring out 11 times and were running for cover as University of Pacific bombarded Cal Poly, 63-28, in a non-conference game.

Before a crowd of 7,800 fans, Pacific scored first as Kopp hit wide receiver Daryl Hobbs for a 15-yard touchdown. Two Heisman Trophy hopefuls, quarterback Troy Kopp and running back Ryan Benjamin, kept the Mustangs' defense working overtime.

Cal Poly President Warren Baker finds himself in the center of the controversy surrounding Cal Poly athletics moving up to Division I. In this Oct. 8 interview, Baker states his position on the referendum and discusses complaints by alumni and problems Poly faces in trying to improve and build new athletic facilities.

Q — It must be tough, with budget cuts, to come out and support athletics.
A — It's not an easy decision to make. But, we cut athletics 20 percent last year and our view is that the state resources that are going into athletics need to be shifted out and into the academic programs. And if we're going to retain athletics, it's going to require a greater participation on the part of the students.

Q — Is there a referendum exactly as you received it from the athletic department?
A — Yes. It goes back to the (Athletic) Task Force. It was what we tried to develop off the U.S. Senate report and then the consequences of NCAA legal decisions, decisions by other institutions in California. Over the last year or so, the landscape has changed significantly and continues to have an impact on the intercollegiate athletic program. So, I think this is an opportunity significantly more interesting to the students.

Q — Was it proposed at one time to use Rec-Sports fees to finance athletics?
A — It was proposed in light of the potential benefits to the student body and the different aspects of Cal Poly moving up to Division I.
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Before a crowd of 7,800 fans, Pacific scored first as Kopp hit wide receiver Daryl Hobbs for a 15-yard touchdown. Two Heisman Trophy hopefuls, quarterback Troy Kopp and running back Ryan Benjamin, kept the Mustangs' defense working overtime.

The main problem was execution on offense," said Lafferty, who finished the game completing 17 of 30 with 266 yards passing and two interceptions. "We felt we should have been a lot closer. We made some mistakes to let them get ahead of us."

The Pacific offense continued to churn as they added two quick scores to go ahead 21-7. The Mustangs' special teams recovered a fumble at the 50-yard line that led to Poly's next score. Four plays and 50 yards later, Lafferty went over from one yard out to put Poly within a touchdown, 21-14.

That was all that would be heard from the Cal Poly offense before halftime. Air Pacific, however, continued to take to the skies against the Mustangs.

Kopp tossed his third touchdown pass of the day as Pacific led 35-14 at halftime. Four minutes into the second half, Hobbs caught his third touchdown pass of the day — a 16-yard score from Kopp.

Kopp had a Heisman-like performance, finishing with six touchdown passes and completing 22 of 39 passes for 328 yards. Down 56-14 late in the third period, the Mustangs mounted a small comeback effort as Poly receiver Chris Thomas caught a two-yard touchdown pass from Lafferty to pull Cal Poly within four touchdowns.

University of Pacific quarterback Troy Kopp demolished the Mustangs' defense Saturday, throwing for 328 yards and six touchdowns. Kopp finished the day completing 22 of 29 passes for Pacific.

Thomas ended up catching nine passes for 159 yards, rushing for 31 yards on three carries and returning three punts for a total of 79 yards.

Despite the score, Pacific coach Walt Harris felt the Mustangs played the Tigers tough.

"We've got to play against people who we've got a chance against," said Harris, whose team will face Cal Poly again in 1993. "My only problem with Division II teams is the number of teams you have to win against (Division I schools) to go to a bowl game. But I don't mind playing them (Cal Poly)."

One-on-one with Poly's President
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Q — In order to improve facilities, would you sell the land owned by Cal Poly along Highway 1 near Highland Drive?
A — We're looking at various ways of financing it. One would be to leverage assets that are not being used now that would be valuable to the university. Some of the land that exists west of Highway 1 could in the future provide the kind of income to the university to support both athletic facilities and faculty housing that we would not be able to get from state funding.

Q — What about the availability of field space?
A — There is an opportunity for a joint use again, like the Rec Center. With physical education and Rec Sports, athletics can jointly use fields and put lights on fields to extend their use for Rec Sports. It's a pretty good plan considering so many people are involved with Rec Sports.

Q — How do you personally; do you feel the referendum has a good chance to pass?
A — I've talked to a number of students this year... and I sensed a sort of enthusiasm for the fee referendum. I have a number of students who are involved with Rec Sports. The key would be locating them in the right place. We would like to have all of our athletic facilities close to each so we don't have to duplicate dressing rooms and things like that. So certainly we would have to some of that in terms of improving facilities.

Q — What is your proposal?
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YOU DON'T MESS AROUND WITH LEROY BROWN, AND YOU DON'T MESS AROUND WITH THE DAILY"
Edwina Baltierra, an English senior, said she crosses the intersection at least three times a week and feels the traffic officers, for the most part, serve a positive purpose. "I think they are needed, unless of course I am the one waiting for them to let me cross," she said. "In that case, I think we can do without them."

Jullian Kneass, an animal science freshman, said the intersection should never be without the officers in the mornings. "We really have to holler at those who don't pay attention because if they step off the curb, our concentration is broken, and that could cause an accident," she said.

Baltierra agreed that the officers are serious about their job. "They seem pretty military. They spend a lot of time yelling," she said.

Goodwin said directing the morning traffic requires a lot of concentration and at times is stressful. "We are serious out there. We really have to holler at those who don't pay attention because if they step off the curb, our concentration is broken, and that could cause an accident," she said.

Animal science freshman Gina Maruri said, "I wouldn't want to do their job because I don't think I could do it."

Cindy Campbell, parking administrator, said installing a light at the intersection would probably be a good idea, but the university hasn't done this because it would be too expensive. "I would welcome a stoplight. Unfortunately, it would be a large financial undertaking for the university," she said.

Campbell said she would welcome a light for two reasons. First, a light would be more practical than having someone stand in the middle of the road dressed in orange, and second, a light would be safer for the officers.

Bill Heath, Caltrans senior transportation engineer and Cal Poly civil engineering professor, said installing a light at the intersection would cost $100,000 or more. And that is just the initial cost. He said, "There would be in additional cost of $500 to $600 a month just to maintain (it)."

Campbell said the university does not plan on installing a light, and Goodwin said she doesn't mind at all. Goodwin said she just wants everyone to pay attention and follow the rules.

"I know people think we are bitchy, but we have to holler and get people's attention quick in order to avoid accidents," she said.

Maruri agreed that the officers are serious and strict. She said, "I've never had a bad experience with them, but I've heard things about them."

Gold's Gym: The Fitness Name of the '90s

Official STEP REEBOK Center
**
** BEST SELECTION OF MACHINES & FREE WEIGHTS in the County... Including Cybex, Flex, Icarian and Nautilus
**
** THE MOST CARDIO EQUIPMENT IN SLO!
StairMasters Lifecycles Gravitrax Recumbent Bikes UBE Bike and more
**
** FREE Fitness Evaluation and Training
**
** VOTED #1

SALE

$75 or 75% off*

Hurry...sale ends tomorrow.

GOLD'S GYM

A License of Gold's Gym Enterprises Inc.

541-5180

*Depends on type of membership

We Have All Your Halloween Costume Needs!!

Check with us before renting or buying a costume from anyone else

Old Mission School Thrift Store
2074 Parker St.
SLO, CA 93401
544-0720

Hours
Mon-Sat: 10am-5pm
SUN: 12-3pm
SAT: 9:30 - 3:30

Proceeds benefit Old Mission Elementary School